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Lillim Callina is good at fighting monsters, but when she finds out Nidhogg, the ancient dragon

confined beneath the world tree, is breaking free, well, letâ€™s just say if she canâ€™t stop him,

Ragnarok is a thing. Fortunately, sheâ€™ll have help. Connor, a demi-god possessed by an Ancient

Evil destined to destroy the world, has agreed to help her stave off the apocalypse, which sounds all

well and good if you can ignore the whole â€œdemi-god possessed by an Ancient Evilâ€• thing. So

yeah, probably not the worldâ€™s most trustworthy ally, but any port in a storm, right?
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Lillim is back, ready to kick ass & chew bubble gum! She wakes up after being unconscious for

weeks to find that Ragnarok is pending and as usual, it is up to our lavender haired warrior to save

the world. Lillim is one of my favorite heroines. Her books are always fast paced, full of badass

swords, magic, fighting, interesting characters and plots and a smart assed. snarky main character.

I love the humor and the references to films and other books. I loved Loki looking like Tom

Hiddleston & Thes carrying his autograph book! Lillim's adventures combines pantheons. Where



else dos Egyptian gods & goddesses inhabit magical weapons, fight Norse & pantheons and the 4

Horsemen to save the world from Ragnarok/The Apocalypse? The question is, will Lillim, Thes,

Connor and Caleb survive? I did receive an ARC in exchange for an honest opinion.

I received a copy of Fatal Ties as an advance copy from the author. The gifting did not determine

the review/rating, which reflects my honest opinion. The Lillim Callina series may be my favorite of

all of the Cipriano offerings. There's an excellent plot and I am glad I read Death's Mantle (from the

Revelations/4 horseman series) as it gave me some great background on the characters when they

intersected with this story line. As always, I loved the characters and the references to comics and

sci-fi movies, but since many of Cipriano's protagonists share the same cocky attributes which blurs

characters, I may settle into following this one series exclusively. Then again, probably not-- the

characters may blur together, but each plot is well-developed and original.

Lillim is set up to stop the world from being destroyed. She, Tess, and Conner must do everything in

their powers to stop the world being destroyed by an ancient saga. The world was supposed to be

destroyed by an ancient dragon, there were certain things that are supposed to happen in order for

the destruction to take place. One of those things was that Thor was supposed to be killed by

jugarmound only as far as Lillim knew jugarmound was dead by Lillim which meant Thor was alive.

Lillim is back with enough sass and attitude to truly kick ass! As with all j.a cipranios books this is

exceptionally written, and draws you right into the heart of things. You feel all lillim's anguish and

pain as she sets out to save the world in this book. You become so invested in the characters its like

reading about dear friends.I also love how there is also lots of side books set in lillims world, if you

haven't read them yet.. please do I promise you won't be disappointed! I have now read all of J A

Cipriano's books and he is by far one of my favourite modern authors.

Lillim is broken but not beat, not yet anyway. She is charged with saving the world, Again or is that,

still. Her rebirth is finally feeling real and more death awaits. Battling giants, Dragons, and frienimies

becomes all consuming. Great Read.

Lillim yet again takes you on a roller coaster ride to save the world. Her decisions are still hard to

make, friends will fall and hopefully by the end of the book you can breath again. its a rush reading

on the edge of your seat



Wow ! This book has so many twists and turns. Now that Lillim is back with her Dad things have

been bad while she has been out. Seems everyone is depending on her to fix the issues at hand.

That threaten everyone.
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